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Summary-We propose a new combined coded mod- 
ulation construction which gives a reduced decoding com- 
plexity. I t  is a generalization of the constructions of 
Ginzburg [l] and Ungerboeck [2] and is based on split- 
ting a multidimensional alphabet with 2 k , k  2 2, sym- 
bols into t binary alphabets. The encoder consists of a 
set of k binary convolutional encoders, elementary en- 
coders, operating a t  code rates R I ,  Rz, . . . , Rk, where 
RI < R:! < . . . < .&. The da ta  bits are split into k 
streams, each encoded by one of the elementary encoders. 
The set of k elementary encoder outputs is mapped onto 

In this paper we prove that we can choose the design pa- 
rameters of the encoders and decoders such that for given 
reliability and complexity the transmission rate R for our 
scheme is greater than that for the conventional coded 
modulation scheme. Estimations of the systems perfor- 
mance for 4-PSK, 8-PSK, and 16-PSK (see fig.) with soft 
decisions show coding gains of about 0.5 dB compared to 
the conventional constructions. 
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the set of 2k-ary modulator symbols. The decoder con- 
sists of k elementary decoders. The decoding is performed 

then the second etc. Each elementary decoder uses infor- 
mation from the outputs of the previous decoders. The 
code rate and memory of each elementary encoder is cho- 
sen such that  the elementary decoders have approximately 
the same complexity and reliability. 

We describe this method in more detail for the Gaus- 
sian channel and 4-PSK with soft decisions. Our rate R 
encoder consists of two (elementary) parallel binary rates 
R1 and R2 convolutional encoders, where R = RI + R2. 
Each encoder generates one binary code symbol per time 
unit; U,(’) for the first encoder and v : ~ )  for the second 

step by step beginning with the first elementary decoder, 4-PSK 8-PSK 
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encoder. The pairs of code symbols are represented-as id Lo Lo ,oIo OJ ~o ;b 

numbers j = (U:’), ut(‘)) written in binary representation. E,%o 1%) ” 

These numbers are mapped into modulation signals 

16-PSK 
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The second Viterbi decoder estimates the second code 
sequence based not only on the second received sequence 
but also on the estimated code sequence from the first 
Viterbi decoder. 

If the first decoder output is error free, then the sec- 
ond decoder knows exactly which of the signal pairs 

code symbol. Hence, the decoding process is reduced to 
decoding of BPSK signals. 
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